Parliamentary Government in England
can be warned, with graphic illustration, that he is placing
too large a burden on the food of the people. It can be
insisted that his duties on motor-cars discourage the
production of the kind of vehicle likely to penetrate the
foreign market. He can be urged to remember that he
has a fruitful source of neglected revenue in the taxation
of urban land values. Members can be eloquent upon his
characteristic tenderness to the farming interest. He can
be warned that he is depending too much on raising
money by way of loan, and not enough, in proportion, by
way of taxes. But however skilful and knowledgeable the
criticism he receives, its real impact, in a miscellaneous
asembly, is bound to be general, and not specific in
character. He has to retain the control of major outlines
in his own hands. The alternative is legislation by the
chamber itself, and the experience of both France and
the United States suggests comprehensively that this will
mean bad legislation. The responsibility of a committee
for the construction of a Budget is too diffuse to give it
either the unity or the coherence that are requisite. Again,
it is possible that, with different organs of control from
any it now possesses, the House of Commons might be
able to assert its primacy over the Chancellor. We may
doubt whether, if it did, that would mean a better finan-
cial system. But it does not possess them; and their
absence means that either the Budget must be his Budget,
in whatever form he is ultimately willing to accept respon-
sibility for it, or it must obtain another Chancellor and,
in all probability, another Government It is normally
unwilling to take this step; and this, in effect, means both
that its dislike of his general financial methods must be
part of any case it makes, through the Opposition,
against the Government; and that the real verdict will
subsequently be delivered by the electorate at the polls*
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